Fitness Yurt Counselor Job Description

**Position:** Fitness Yurt Counselor  
**Reports To:** Campus Director

**Duties & Responsibilities:**
* Responsible for overseeing the fitness yurt and deck area.

* Responsible for the opening and closing of the fitness yurt at scheduled times (keeping yurt locked when not scheduled to be open).

* Responsible for maintaining a constant awareness of individuals using the exercise equipment and area.

* Responsible for enforcing the age requirements for the yurt: No one under the age of 16 years old and all 16 & 17 year olds must be accompanied by an adult.

* Responsible for making sure that all individuals utilizing the yurt have a second pair of footwear to change into, street footwear should not be allowed on the mat.

* Responsible for making sure that all participants have completed a fitness yurt/exercise waiver form.

* Responsible for the care and upkeep of the fitness yurt and equipment: keeping the floor/mat swept and clean; wiping down equipment when necessary.

* Responsible for letting the Campus Director or Maintenance Supervisor know when the water tank needs to be replaced.

* Responsible for assisting with any other assigned activities when the fitness yurt is not open.

* Responsible for enforcing all fitness yurt rules.

* Responsible for learning the basic facilities, camp layout and communication system in the event of an emergency.

* Responsible for acting in a professional, safe and friendly manner at all times.

* Responsible for adherence to all rules, regulations & policies of camp.

* Responsible for other duties that may be assigned from time to time.